
 
 

   

Removing Credit 
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In this session we’ll remove credit from the receipts on an invoice.  Removing credit is 
done in four steps: 
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1. Save a copy of Billing Information screen 118;                                
2. Create a new receipt; 
3. Verify your entry using the Total view; 
4. Broken into two options: 

Option 1 - Proceed to apply this credit 
   –OR-  
Option 2 - If finished, check your work.  

               
Let’s look at these steps in closer detail: 
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1. Save a copy of Billing Information screen 118 
 Print screen 118 or copy and paste it into an editor such as Notepad. 
 You’ll use this saved copy to check your work after making all your 

changes. 
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2. Create a new receipt 
 A new receipt ‘sees’ the credit and assumes you want to handle it. 
 The credits show as negative amounts. 
 In this example, the Total amount of the new receipt is -$74.78; medical 

coverage shows the same amount. 
 Only medical has credit showing; amounts for other coverage are zero. 
 Remember to use Add (and Enter) to save your new receipt. 
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3. Verify your entry with the Total view 
 If credit was removed correctly, the Total view shows the affected 

balances are zero. 
 In this example, since we removed the credit from medical, we confirm the 

balance for medical is zero. 
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4. Step 4 is broken into two options 

Option 1 - Proceed to apply this credit 
 If applying this credit to other invoices, remain on Receipt Entry 

screen 642. 
 Remain on Receipt Entry because the batch total shows the credit amount 

removed.  Here it shows -$74.78; the negative means we’ve removed that 
amount.  This total changes as you apply credit to receipts on other 
invoices.  When finished applying the credit to other invoices you’ll use the 
new batch total to check your work. 
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 To apply the credit, refer to the session Apply Credit to Other Invoices 
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4. Option 2 - If finished, check your work 
a. Compare current amounts on Billing Information screen 118 with your 

saved copy.  It should reflect the changes you intended - 
i. Invoiced amounts remain the same; these are Employer amount 

due carrier and Retiree amount due carrier 
ii. Additional carrier amounts shown at the bottom of screen 118 are 

also invoiced amounts; here these are and were zero 
iii. Receipted amounts plus the credit removed are the original 

amounts.  The fiscal year-to-date amounts are the receipted 
amounts.  Our example shows FYTD received for medical is 
$1128.03.  That plus the $74.78 credit removed, is the original 
amount of $1202.81. 

b. If the changes you see on screen 118 are not as you intended e-mail 
 BPP-Prod@tamus.edu .  Send the UIN of this person and request the 
BILL0014 report.  Only from this report can you check all the transactions 
you entered to see what corrective action is needed. 
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To recap, removing credit from an invoice’s receipts is done in four steps: 
 

1. Save a copy of Billing Information screen 118;                                
2. Create a new receipt; 
3. Verify your entry using the Total view; 
4. Option 1 - Proceed to apply this credit 
   –OR-  

Option 2 - If finished, check your work. 
 
 
If you have questions or comments about this process, please email 
BCSSupport@tamus.edu. 
 
Thank you. 

 
 


